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Abstract. Using the multiple scattering approach (MSA) in the fixed center approximation we calculated the
K− 4He andK− 3He scattering lengths. TheK− 4He scattering length is also analyzed in the optical potential
model. Within the MSA theK− 3He final state interaction factor was also calculated. It is found that theK− 3He
mass spectrum for thepd→ 3HeK+K− reaction is expected to be influenced by theK− 3He FSI effect.

1 Introduction

Low-energyK̄N andK̄A interactions have gained substan-
tial interest during the last two decades. It is known from
the time-honored Martin analysis [1] that the isoscalarS-
waveK−N scattering length is large and repulsive,
Re a0=−1.7 fm, while the isovector length is moderately
attractive, Rea1=0.37 fm. It is clear that such a strong re-
pulsion in theK̄N isoscalar channel leads also to a repul-
sion in the low-energyK−p system, since ReaK−p=

0.5 Re (a0+a1)=−0.66 fm. It should be noted that Conboy’s
analysis [2] of low energȳKN data gives a solution with
Rea0=−1.03 fm and Rea1=0.94 fm, that also results in re-
pulsion in theK−p channel, but with substantially smaller
strength, ReaK−p=−0.05 fm. Recently, new data on the
strong-interaction 1s level shift of kaonic hydrogen atoms
were obtained at KEK (KpX experiment) [3,4] and Fras-
cati (DEAR) [5]. They correspond to the following repul-
sive values of theK−p scattering length

a(K−p) = −(0.78± 0.18)+ i(0.49± 0.37) fm (1)

for KpX, and

a(K−p) = (−0.468± 0.090stat± 0.015syst)

+i(0.302± 0.135stat± 0.036syst) fm (2)

for DEAR. However, the consistency of the bound state
with the scattering data can be questioned, as first pointed
out in Ref. [6]. Nevertheless, it is possible that the actual
K−p interaction is attractive if the isoscalarΛ(1405) reso-
nance is a bound state of̄KN system [7,8]. A fundamental
reason for such a scenario is provided by the leading order
term in the chiral expansion for theK−N amplitude which
is attractive. The combination of chiralS U(3) effective
field theory with coupled channels was introduced. The
starting point of this approach is the chiral effective La-
grangian which describes the coupling of the pseudoscalar
meson octet (π, K, η) to the ground state baryon octet (N,
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Λ, Σ, Ξ). New developments in the analysis of thēKN
interaction based on chiral Lagrangians can be found in
Refs. [9–13]. These results provide further support for the
description of theΛ(1405) as a meson-baryon bound state.
More recently, it has even been argued that there are in-
deed two poles in the complex plane in the vicinity of the
nominalΛ(1405) pole [14]. For more recent evidence to
support this scenario, seee.g.[15]. A different view seems
to be taken in Ref.[16].

Such a non-trivial dynamics of thēKN interaction leads
to very interesting in-medium phenomena in interactions
of anti-kaons with finite nuclei as well as with dense nu-
clear matter, including neutron stars, seee.g. Refs. [17–
22].

Recently, exotic few-body nuclear systems involving
the K̄-meson as a constituent were studied by Akaishi and
Yamazaki [23]. They proposed a phenomenologicalK̄N
potential model, which reproduces theK−p andK−n scat-
tering lengths from the Martin analysis [1], the kaonic hy-
drogen atom data from KEK [3,4] and the mass and width
of theΛ(1405) resonance. ThēKN interaction in this model
is characterized by a strongI=0 attraction, which allows
the few-body systems to form dense nuclear objects. As a
result, the nuclear ground states of aK− in (pp), 3He,4He
and8Be were predicted to be discrete states with binding
energies of 48, 108, 86 and 113 MeV and widths of 61,
20, 34 and 38 MeV, respectively. More recent work on this
subject can be found e.g. in Refs. [24,25].

Furthermore, recently a strange tribaryonS0(3115) was
detected in the interaction of stoppedK−-mesons with
4He [26]. Its width was found to be less than 21 MeV. In
principle, this state may be interpreted as a candidate of
a deeply bound state (̄KNNN)Z=0 with I=1, I3=−1. How-
ever, the observed tribaryonS0(3115) is about 100 MeV
lighter than the predicted mass. Moreover, in the experi-
ment an isospin 1 state was detected at a position where
no peak was predicted. It was discussed in Ref. [27] that
such discrepancy can be resolved by improvement of the
model [23]. The results of Akaishi and Yamazaki [23] were
criticized by Oset and Toki [28] who argued that the model
of Ref. [23] is unrealistic. Oset and Toki also suggested
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that the peaks in the reaction with4He can be due toK− ab-
sorption on a pair of nucleons. This suggestion puts doubt
whether a narrow tribaryonS0(3115) really exists.

Another tentative evidence for aK−ppbound state pro-
duced inK− absorption at rest on different nuclear targets
was found by the FINUDA collaboration [29]. It was de-
tected through its two-body decay into aΛ and a proton.
The signal in theΛp invariant-mass distribution is about
115 MeV below the expected mass of theΛp system in
case of non-boundK−NN absorption. Magaset al. [30]
showed that the FINUDA signal can also be explained by
a K−pp→ Λp reaction followed by final-state interactions
(FSI) of the produced particles with the remnant nucleus.
Therefore, the experimental claim for the formation of very
deeply bound antikaonic nuclear systems recieve an alter-
native explanation in terms of conventional nuclear pro-
cesses [31].

Thus, it is obvious that further searches for bound kaonic
nuclear states as well as new data on the interactions ofK̄-
mesons with light nuclei are of great interest.

The calculations of theK−d scattering length were per-
formed using the multiple scattering approach [32–34] in
the fixed center approximation and Faddeev equations as
well [33,35]. Futhermore, in Ref. [36] it was proposed
the idea of extraction of theS-wave kaon-nucleon scat-
tering lengthsa0 anda1 from a combined analysis of exist-
ing kaonic hydrogen and synthetic deuterium data. In the
framework of the low-energy effective field theory the re-
strictions on the values of the scattering lengthsaI , I=0,1
were obtained and the domain of the ReAKd and ImAKd

values was found where solutions fora0 anda1 exist.
Up to now theS-waveK− 4He andK− 3He scattering

lengths, which we respectively denote asA(K− 4He) and
A(K− 3He), have not been measured. The first theoretical
calculations ofA(K− 4He) andA(K− 3He) within the frame-
work of the multiple scattering approach (MSA) have been
done in Refs. [37,38].

Furthermore, we discuss a possibility to measure the
K− 3He scattering length through theK− 3He final state
interaction (FSI) [38]. Recently we proposed to analyse
the reactionpd→ 3HeK+K− near the threshold measured
at COSY-Jülich [39]. We apply our approach to calculate
theK− 3He FSI effect in this reaction and demonstrate that
theK− 3He invariant mass distribution is sensitive enough
to theK− 3He FSI and may be used for a determination of
theS-waveK− 3He scattering length.

It should be mentioned that in Ref. [40] it was predicted
that theK̄0d mass spectrum of the reactionpp→ dK+K̄0

could be influenced by thēKd FSI effect. In recent analysis
of the data on thepp → dK+K̄0 reaction atQ=48 and
105 MeV it was found evidence of the FSI effect in the
K̄0d system [41].

Our paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we de-
scribe theK− 4He andK− 3He using multiple scattering
approach in the fixed center approximation. In Sect. 3 we
calculate theK− 4He andK− 3He scattering lengths within
the MSA. We also obtain theA(K− 3He) using the optical
potential model. In Sect. 4 an analysis of the FSI in the
reactionpd→ 3HeK+K− near the threshold is considered.
Our conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2 K−He interaction within the
multiple-scattering approach

To calculate theS-wave K−He scattering length as well
as the FSI enhancement factor, we use the Multiple Scat-
tering (MS) formalism [42]. Note that this method has al-
ready been used for the calculation of the enhancement
factor in the reactionspd→3Heη [43], pn→dη [44] and
pp→dK̄0K+ [34].

The continuum wave function of the kaon, which is de-
fined at fixed coordinates of theA = 4 or 3 nucleons in
4He or3He, can be written as the sum of the incident plane
wave of the kaon and waves emerging from theA fixed
scattering centers. Keeping only theS-wave contribution,
we can express the total wave functionΨk through the wave
functionsψ j(r j) defined in each scattering centerj in the
following way

Ψk(rK− ;r1, r2, . . . rA)=eik·rK−+

A
∑

j=1

f̃K−N j

eikRj

Rj
ψ j(r j) , (3)

whereRj=
∣

∣

∣rK−−r j

∣

∣

∣ and the elastic scattering amplitudefK−N

should be corrected by the factor proportional to theK− N
reduced mass [44,34]

f̃K−N(kK−N) = (1+
mK−

m
) fK−N(kK−N) (4)

with m(mK−) the nucleon (charged kaon) mass, andkK̄N is
the modulus of the relativēKN momentum. Note that we
use the unitarized scattering length approximation for the
latter,i.e.

f I
K̄N(kK̄N) =

[

(aI
K̄N)−1 − ikK̄N

]−1
, (5)

whereI is the isospin of thēKN system. For each scatter-
ing centerj an effective waveψ j(r j) is defined as the sum
of the incident plane wave and the waves scattered from
the (A− 1) other centers

ψ j(r j) = eik·r j +
∑

l, j

f̃K−Nl

eikRjl

Rjl
ψl(rl) , (6)

whereRjl=
∣

∣

∣rl−r j

∣

∣

∣. Therefore, the channel wave functions
ψ j(r j) can be found by solving the system of the four linear
equations (6).

To obtain the FSI factor we calculate the total wave
functionΨk given by Eq. (3) atrK−=

∑A
j=1 r j=0 and average

it over the coordinates of the nucleonsr j in 4He and3He.
Thus the FSI enhancement factor is [42]

λMS(kK−He)=

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈

Ψqlab
K−

(rK−=

A
∑

j=1

r j=0;r1, r2, . . . , rA)

〉

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (7)

For the nuclear density function we use the factorized form

|Φ(r1, r2, . . . , rA)|2 =
A
∏

j=1

ρ j(r j) , (8)
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where the single nucleon density is taken in Gaussian form
as

ρ(r) =
1

(πR2)3/2
e−r2/R2

(9)

with R2/4 = 0.62 and 0.7 fm2 for 4He and3He, respec-
tively. Note, that the independent particle model gives a
rather good description of the4He and3He electromag-
netic form factors up to a momentum transferq2 = 8 fm−2

(seee.g.Ref. [45]).
The integration in Eq. (7) over the nucleon coordinatesr j

was performed using the Monte-Carlo method. This ap-
proach provides us with a possibility to include all configu-
rations of the nucleons in4He and3He. Within this method
we can also take into account in Eq. (3) the dependence of
the f̃K−N j amplitude on the type of nucleonic scatterer,i.e.
proton or neutron. Note that the simple version of the mul-
tiple scattering approach used in Ref. [46] can be applied
only to the case of identical scatterers.

TheS-waveK−A scattering length can be derived from
the asymptotic expansion of Eq. (3) atrK−→∞ and it is

A(K−A) =
mHe

mHe+mK−

〈 A
∑

j=1

f̃K−N ψ j(r j)

〉

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣∑A
j=1 r j=0

, (10)

with mHe the He-particle mass. Here the procedure of av-
eraging over the coordinates of the nucleons is similar to
that in Eq. (7).

3 The S-wave K− 3He and K− 4He scattering
lengths

3.1 A(K− 4He) and A(K− 3He) calculations within the
Multiple Scattering Approach

In order to calculate theS-waveK− 3He andK− 4He scat-
tering lengths we use the multiple scattering approach (MSA)
described in detail in the previous Sect. 2 of the present pa-
per. The theoretical predictions for theK− 4He andK− 3He
scattering lengths,A(K− 4He) andA(K− 3He), have been
published in Refs. [48,37,38].

The basic uncertainties of the MSA calculations are
given by the next-to-leading order model corrections such
as recoil corrections, contributions from inelastic double
and triple scattering terms,etc. and due to the uncertain-
ties of the elementaryI=0 andI=1 K̄N scattering lengths.
It should be noted that problem of the recoil corrections
was recently studied for thēKd scattering in the framework
of the effective field theory [47]. Due to specific cancella-
tions the net recoil effect for the double-scattering process
is found to be just about 10−15% of the static contribution.

In the present work the calculations of theK− 4He and
K− 3He scattering length were done in the fixed center ap-
proximation. Five sets of parameters for thēKN lengths
are shown in the Table 1. We consider thēKN scatter-
ing lengths from aK-matrix fit (Set 1) [32] as well as the
predictions for theK̄N scattering amplitudes based on the

chiral unitary approach of Ref. [11] (Set 2). The constant
scattering-length fit from Conboy [2] is denoted as Set 3.
We note that thēKN scattering lengths described by Sets
1–3 correspond to their vacuum values. At the same time
Sets 4–5 describe the effectiveK̄N scattering lengths that
contain in-medium effects.

One of the most extensive analyses of the effectiveK̄N
interactions in nuclear medium has been presented by
Ramos and Oset [49] within a self-consistent microscopic
theory. The resultingK− attraction in medium has been
found to be smaller than predicted by other theories and ap-
proximation schemes. The isospin-averaged effective K̄N
scattering length is moderately attractive and its real part
does not exceed the value of

Reaeff
≃ 0.3 fm , (11)

at nuclear densityρ ≥ 0.3ρ0. The obtained shallowK−-
nucleus optical potential with a depth of−50 MeV (for the
real part of the potential atρ = ρ0) was successfully used
to reproduce the experimental shifts and widths of kaonic
atoms over the periodic table [50].

In contrast to the results of Ref. [49], Akaishi and Ya-
mazaki [23] proposed much more attractive optical poten-
tial which corresponds to the following effectiveK̄N scat-
tering lengths for theI = 0, 1 channels in the nuclear medium

aeff
0 = 2.9+ i1.1 fm ,

aeff
1 = 0.43+ i0.30 fm . (12)

According to the Akaishi and Yamazaki approach, such a
strong attraction appears already in the case of few-nucleon
systems generating deeply boundK̄-nuclear states [23].

In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of our results
to possible modifications of thēKN scattering amplitudes
in the presence of nuclei we consider as Set 4 the moder-
ately attractive effective scattering length from Ref. [49].
As Set 5 we choose the strongly attractive in-medium so-
lution found in Refs. [23,27] and given by Eq.(12).

The calculated values ofA(K−4He) andA(K− 3He) are
listed in the last two columns of Table 2. They are very
similar for Sets 1 and 2,A(K−4He) ∼ (−1.9 + i1.0) fm
andA(K− 3He)∼ (−1.6+ i1.0) fm. The results for Set 3 are
quite different especially for the imaginary part ofA(K− 3He)
and the real part ofA(K−3He). The calculations with the
effective K̄N amplitude from Ref. [49] give theK−4He
scattering length with an imaginary part roughly two times
larger than the result obtained with the vacuum̄KN scat-
tering lengths. Not surprisingly, the exotic Set 5 for the el-
ementary amplitudes extracted from Refs. [23,27] leads to
enormously large scattering lengths forK− 4He andK− 3He
systems with real parts of−3.5 fm and−4 fm, respectively.
In the case of Set 5 we also performed calculations us-
ing the single-nucleon density parameters in Eq. (9) from
Ref. [23] R2/4 = 0.48 and 0.64 fm2 for 4He and3He,
respectively. The obtained resultsA(K−He) = −2.99 +
i1.27 fm andA(K− 3He) = −3.91+ i3.62 fm are not very
different for the real parts of the scattering lengths.
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Table 1. Various sets of the elementarȳKN scattering lengths
aI (K̄N) (I = 0,1). Sets 1–3 correspond to their vacuum values.
The Sets 4–5 describe the effective K̄N scattering lengths that
contain in-medium effects.

Description Set a0(K̄N) [fm] a1(K̄N) [fm]

1 [32] −1.59+ i0.76 0.26+ i0.57
2 [11] −1.31+ i1.24 0.26+ i0.66
3 [2] −1.03+ i0.95 0.94+ i0.72
4 [49] 0.33+ i0.45 isospin average
5 [23] 2.9+ i1.1 0.43+ i0.30

Table 2. K− 4He and K− 3He scattering lengths for various
choices of the elementarȳKN scattering lengthsaI (K̄N) (I =
0,1). The effectiveK̄N scattering length of Set 4 is extracted from
the isospin averaged optical potential. Therefore it can only be
applied for the calculation ofA(K− 4He).

Set AMS(K−4He) [fm] AMS(K−3He) [fm] Aopt(K−4He) [fm]

1 −1.80+ i0.90 −1.50+ i0.83 −1.26+ i0.60
2 −1.98+ i1.08 −1.66+ i1.10 −1.39+ i0.65
3 −2.24+ i1.58 −1.52+ i1.80 −1.59+ i0.88
4 −1.47+ i2.22 −1.51+ i1.20
5 −3.49+ i1.80 −3.93+ i4.03 −1.57+ i0.74

3.2 A(K− 4He) calculations within the optical
potential model

Alternatively we applied the optical potential

VK−A
opt (r) = −

2π
µK̄N

[

aK−p Zρp(r) + aK−nNρn(r)
]

, (13)

whereµK̄N is the reduced mass of thēKN system and the
single proton and neutron densities areρp(r) = ρn(r) =
ρ(r) defined by Eq. (9) with eliminated c.m. motion,i.e.,
R2 → R2 (A− 1)/A. The results forAopt(K− 4He) are pre-
sented in the last column of Table 2.Aopt(K− 4He) was
found to be about 30 – 40 % smaller thenAMS(K− 4He)
for the vacuum parameters of thēKN interactions. In the
case of Set 5 theK− 4He scattering length calculated in the
optical potential model is more than factor of two smaller
than the result obtained in the framework of the MSA.

The single-scattering term of the totalK−A scattering
length is the same in both the multiple scattering and optical-
potential schemes. It is equal to

A(1)(K−A) =
µK̄A

µK̄N
(N aK̄n + Z aK̄p) ,

whereµK̄A is theK−A reduced mass. Note that in the case
of theK−d system the higher order rescattering corrections
were analyzed within the fixed center approximation to the
Faddeev equations with the input parameters from the chi-
ral unitary approach [35]. Their contributions were eval-
uated and were found to be very noticeable. Within the
optical-potential model the next-to-leading order scatter-
ing termsA(n)(K−A) are defined by using different pro-
cedures of averaging over the coordinates of the nucle-
ons than in the case of the MSA in the fixed center ap-
proximation. However, the total meson-nucleus scattering

length obtained within the simplest optical-potential model
needs some corrections, which are especially important for
few-body systems. Particularly, in Ref. [46] the isospin-
symmetric case of theη-nucleus system was considered
with equal elementary scattering amplitudes of theη me-
son on the proton and neutron. For theη-nucleus scatter-
ing length calculated by use of the optical-potential model
it was suggested that each multiple-scattering term ofn-th
order should be corrected by a factor [(A−1)/A]n to remove
multiple collisions on the same nucleon. Such a correction
cannot be used for theK−A optical-potential calculations
because of the significantly differentK−n and K−p scat-
tering lengths. The advantage of the MSA applied to the
K−A system is that it explicitely takes into account the dif-
ference between the elementaryK−p and K−n scattering
amplitudes. Furthermore, if thēKN interaction radius is
small compared to the size of the nucleus,i. e. Rint ≤ 1 fm,
the MSA is valid and the overall scattering amplitude can
be expressed in terms of the individual on-shell meson-
nucleon amplitudes without extra free parameters.

4 K− 3He final state interaction in
pd→ 3HeK+K− reaction

We now discuss theK− 3He FSI effect in the reactionpd→
3HeK+K− near threshold and compare our calculations with
the data from the MOMO experiment [39] at COSY-Jülich.
The MOMO collaboration measured at three different beam
energies, corresponding to excess energies ofQ = 35, 41
and 55 MeV with respect to theK+K− threshold. We only
consider the data at the central energy since these consti-
tute the best compromise between available phase space
and resolution for our analyses. The MOMO data are pre-
sented in terms of relative energiesTK− 3He andTK+K− ; in
the non-relativistic approximation they can be expressed
through the corresponding invariant massesMi j by Ti j =

Mi j −mi −mj . Since the MOMO experiment was not sen-
sitive to the charge of the detected kaons, the measured
T(K, 3He) distributions (see Fig. 2) are symmetric with re-
spect toT(K, 3He)= Q/2. This is taken into account in our
calculations by constructing the half-sum of theK+ andK−

contributions.
As the first step of our analysis we neglect all FSI ef-

fects and investigate the contribution of theφ(1020) me-
son by fitting theK+K− relative-energy distribution (taking
into account the experimental mass resolution quoted in
Ref. [39]). Theφ-meson contribution is found to be about
16% of the total cross section (9.6 ± 1.0) nb, which is in
agreement with the result from Ref. [39]. In Fig. 1 we
show theK+K− relative-energy distribution; the solid line
describes the incoherent sum of a pure phase-space distri-
bution and theφ(1020) contribution.

TheK− 3He FSI effect could influence the non-φ con-
tribution to the pd → 3HeK+K− reaction. It should be
noted, that theφ(1020)-meson most probably decays into
theK+K− pairs outside the nucleus and these kaons practi-
cally do not interact with the3He system. Within the MSA
we calculated the FSI enhancement factor for theK− 3He
system.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the theK+K− relative energy for the
pd → 3HeK+K− reaction at an excess energy of 41 MeV. The
MOMO data are taken from Ref. [39]. The solid line describes
the incoherent sum of a pure phase-space distribution and the
φ(1020) contribution (long-dashed line). The short-dashed and
dashed lines show the effect of theK− 3He FSI for parameters
of Set 1 and 3, respectively. The dash-dotted line shows the ef-
fect for the strongly modified̄KN scattering lengths in nuclear
medium [23] leading to the deeply bound states.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of theK 3He relative energy for thepd →
3HeK+K− reaction at an excess energy of 41 MeV. The MOMO
data are taken from Ref. [39]. The solid line describes the inco-
herent sum of a pure phase-space distribution and theφ(1020)
contribution (long-dashed line). The short-dashed and dashed
lines show the effect of theK− 3He FSI for parameters of Set 1
and 3, respectively. The dash-dotted line shows the effect for the
strongly modifiedK̄N scattering lengths in nuclear medium [23]
leading to the deeply bound states.

The short-dashed and dashed lines in Fig. 1 show the
influence of theK− 3He FSI on theK+K− relative-energy
distribution. The dash-dotted line shows the effect for the
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Fig. 3. TheK− 3He mass distribution for thepd→ 3HeK+K− re-
action at an excess energy of 41 MeV. The solid line describes
the incoherent sum of a pure phase-space distribution and the
φ(1020) contribution (long-dashed line). The short-dashed line
shows the effect of theK− 3He FSI calculated for parameters of
Set 1.

strongly modifiedK̄N scattering lengths in nuclear medium
(Set 5) leading to the deeply bound states.

In Fig. 2 we also present calculations of theK 3He
relative-energy spectrum. However the signs of charges of
two kaons were not determined in the MOMO vertex de-
tector. As a consequence, for theK3He relative energy dis-
tribution theK− 3He FSI effect is averaged over the two
charge states ofK− andK+. The predictions are normalized
to the totalpd → 3HeK+K− cross section of 9.6 nb. The
dash-dotted line, corresponding to Set 5, demonstrates a
pronounced deformation of theK 3He relative-energy spec-
trum. It is in clear contradiction to the data.

While the solution without FSI is in best agreement
with the data, the results withK− 3He FSI calculated using
elementaryK̄N amplitudes from Sets 1–3 cannot be ruled
out due to the uncertainties of the MSA (seee.g.Ref. [37,
38]) and the experimental errors.

From the other hand, as it is seen in Fig. 3 we expect
that theK− 3He FSI effect leads to rather strong enhance-
ment at low masses of theK− 3He invariant mass spectrum
for the pd → 3HeK+K− reaction near threshold. In order
to advance the understanding of theK− 3He FSI new mea-
surements of the the reactionpd→ 3HeK+K− near thresh-
old to be carried out with identification of all three final
state particles.

5 Conclusions

We present predictions for theK− 3He andK− 4He scatter-
ing lengths obtained within the framework of the Multiple
Scattering Approach. We have studied uncertainties of the
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calculations due to the presently available elementaryK−N
scattering lengths. The predicted values areA(K− 3He) =
−(1.5 ÷ 1.7) + i(0.8 ÷ 1.1) fm andA(K− 4He) = −(1.8 ÷
2.0)+ i(0.9÷ 1.1) fm for the vacuumK̄N amplitudes. The
estimates with the exotic values for the input elementary
K̄N amplitudes extracted from the deep optical potential
proposed by Akaishi and Yamazaki [23] give enormously
large scattering lengthsA(K− 4He) andA(K− 3He) with real
parts of -3.5 and -4 fm, respectively. We have also cal-
culated theA(K− 4He) using the optical potential model.
We have analyzed theK− 3He final-state interactions in
the reactionpd → 3HeK+K− near threshold and com-
pare our model calculations with the existing data from
the MOMO collaboration at COSY-Jülich accelerator [39].
For theK− 3He invariant mass spectrum of the
pd → 3HeK+K− reaction near threshold we expect that
the K− 3He FSI effect leads to rather strong enhancement
at low masses of theK− 3He system.
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